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Sunrise
July 8, 1968

Derrick S. Tyes
Sunset

October 5, 2010



 was born in New York, New

York, July 8, 1968 to Modesta Anthony and Paul

Tyes, Sr.

As a graduate from Talent Unlimited, Derrick’s

Passion for the Arts and children was the driving

force in his life. For over thirteen years Derrick has

dedicated his life to the enrichment of the lives of

children. He also enjoyed going for walks, theatre,

jazz and cooking. Let’s not forget his love affair with

Whitney Houston.

Derrick leaves to cherish his fond memories: father,

Paul Tyes, Sr.; brothers, Bernard Tyes, Charles

Brown and Paul Tyes, II (Czesty); nephew, Caleb;

niece, Sarai Tyes; sisters, Monique Tyes and Vicky

Tyes; aunts, Marjorie Santiago, Margaret Sayers and

Carol Liburg; uncles, Aubrey Anthony and John

Anthony; very close cousins, Michelle and Annette

who took care of Derrick until the age of ten; he also

leaves behind his god children, Myra Wilburn,

Ebony Wilburn, Shatika Wilburn, Anthony McDade

and Miles Stephonson; and many other cousins and

close friends.



Final Disposition
Oxford Hills Crematory

Chester, New York

Processional

Selection ............................................ “When I See Jesus”
 Michael Flee

Scripture
  Romans 8:18,28,35,39 .................... Thomas Johnson

Poem ........................................................ Shatika Johnson

Speech .......................... “I Have A Dream Foundation”
 Samuel Rotenburg

Acknowledgements ................................... Paul Tyes, Jr.

Selection ............................................... “Have Your Way”
 Ebony Wilburn

Obituary

Eulogy

Selection .......................................................... “Memories”
 Barbara Ali

Committal

Viewing

Recessional
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The family wishes to express their deep appreciation
and sincere thanks for your kindness during a time of sorrow. w
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“We Didn’t Say Goodbye”
We didn’t get to say goodbye

We’re devastated that you’re gone
We would’ve done anything to keep you here with us

Right here where you belong
We didn’t know that life would take

Such an unexpected path
That you’d be separated from us so soon
Heartbreaking reality we struggle to grasp
And bitter though our losing you has been
And so profound is the pain that we bear

We’re sadder still at no chance for goodbye
No final expression of our deep love and care

Yet believing that you’re not too far away
That your Spirit still lingers quite near

We’ll say our goodbyes in our words and our thoughts
Trusting that each one you’ll hear

First, know that you were loved in the truest of ways
So deep that only our hearts can give expression

You’ll be forever surrounded by our love
For we’re sending it straight up to Heaven

Please know that you’ll be cherished by each one of us
For your example and kindness we’ll treasure
We understand now how your life was a gift

That was meant to bless us forever
And though we’ll miss you terribly

We want your spirit to be free
Free to enjoy all the wonders of Heaven

Not bound to us in our grief

By: Paul Tyes, Jr.


